ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!

Rhombicuboctahedron Globe

You can use the tabs to
assemble this globe. Fold
under the barbs on the
pointed tabs in order to
insert them into the slots
of the slotted tabs. The
barbs will open and lock
the seams together. If you
don't want to lock things
together, cut off the
barbs.

WARNING: This is an art project... not a technically accurate map
projection. I tried to be as precise as possible, but... I may have
rounded off a few points here or there. So if a favorite coastline
feature of yours is misrepresented or missing, or a favorite city is
not marked with a dot or favorite tiny island is missing, I apologize.
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Or... cut off the barbed
tabs completely and just
apply glue to the other
tabs and glue to the
inside of the opposing
panel. Then... cut out the
shape for the base, which
will allow the globe to rest
at twenty two and a half
degrees... close to the
actual tilt of the Earth's
axis. Another reason to
like this shape!
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This is the Earth on a Rhomicuboctahedron. You can find lots of other
examples of this projection where the zero longitude is centered within the
polar square, ten degrees East of where it is in this version. The temptation
to follow such a finely logical path was strong, but... I liked the way this
version cut up the continents better than the centered version, so I used
this one. Such a consideration may seem trivial, considering that this map
is not intended to be used flat, but only as an assembled "globe" so who
should care where the continents are cut? But even as a globe, I think the
position of the continents within the panels is an aesthetic to consider.

When I first looked at the Rhombicuboctahedron I did not like it. It looked like a
rather clunky approximation of a globe compared to more complex polyhedra
out there that I originally had an eye to use. But the more I looked at how a map
of the world played out on it, the more I liked it. It is cool how the equatorial
squares mark the two tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, and how the two polar
squares map to the two arctic circles. The degrees of distortion with this model
are also minimal, compared to projections onto polyhedra with fewer faces, like
Fuller's Icosahedral Dymaxion globe, while still having few enough faces to not
be difficult to assemble. Share this with a friend. Enjoy! Guy Palm.

